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Quick info

Details Item type: For sale
Posted on : 04/15/2024

Description 2022 Keystone RV Passport SL 282QB, Keystone Passport SL travel trailer 282QB
highlights: Private Bunkhouse Tri-Fold Sleeper Sofa U-Shaped Dinette 21' Awning
Two Pass-Through Compartments This Passport SL travel trailer has an amazing
amount of storage capabilities with its two exterior pass-through storage
compartments! There is also excellent interior storage with the bedside
wardrobes, bunkhouse storage, kitchen pantry, and bathroom linen closet. This
trailer is also full of sleep space with its queen-size bed up front in the private
bedroom, four bunk beds back in the rear bunkhouse, and U-shaped dinette and
tri-fold sleeper sofa in the main living area. The dinette and sofa rest on a large
slide so that you have plenty of room as you spend time indoors, and the kitchen
has everything you need to make all of your family's favorite recipes. The
Passport SL travel trailers by Keystone RV come in a compact design with travel-
friendly lengths that are lightweight and easy to tow behind many smaller
crossover SUVs. You will find several residential-style features such as durable
Armstrong vinyl flooring, upgraded window treatments and valances, and
bathroom countertops. The exterior shower with hot and cold water is very useful
as you get cleaned up before entering the RV, wash your pets, or even rinse a few
dishes outside. The Passport also now contains a HyperDeck flooring system
which is a high-performance, water-resistant RV floor that comes as a
breakthrough design from the Keystone Innovation Lab. This flooring is more
resilient, stronger, and lighter than traditional laminated wood construction.

Basic information Year: 2022
Stock Number: 2AR764
VIN Number: 4YDTPPN22NK412764
Condition: Pre-Owned
Length: 32
Sleeps: 9
Slideouts: 1
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